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SAFETY ENGINEERING:
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Safety Engineering:
Past, Present, and Future
Nancy G. Leveson
Aeronautics and Astronautics
MIT
STAMP Europe, 2021, Warwick
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Present: Same as Past
• Reliance on assurance and after-the-fact analysis, risk assessment
• Attempts to extend old techniques for new technology
• Still blaming most accidents on human controllers
• Largely still assuming accidents caused by component failures or
at least that gets the most attention in safety engineering
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Present: New Trends
• STAMP: new accident model based on system theory
̶

Includes all of old assumption about causes
̶

But also the new causes that do not satisfy old assumptions

• New tools based on STAMP
• Attempts to return to a “build-safety-in” philosophy
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Future
• Difficult to predict but can assume trends continuing
̶

More complexity

̶

More automation and new types of human and automation
interactions (various types of teaming)
̶

More software (tens of millions of lines of code common)
̶

More “AI”
̶

Changing roles for humans
̶ Supervising automation
̶ Responding to unplanned or undesired behavior
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Future (2)
̶

Risk will increase if do not upgrade our system engineering
processes
̶ Magic and buzzwords (“Agile,” Resilience)
̶ MBSE (with limited models and analysis possibilities)
̶ Specification, traceability, evolvability becoming critical needs
but tools are not scalable to what is being attempted

̶

Changing causes of accidents/losses
̶ More in component interactions, system design errors
(unknown unknowns)

What research and advances are needed?
How do we make progress?
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Choosing Research Questions
If you want to make important discoveries, work on important
problems
Corollary 1: Pick the problem before the solution

Corollary 2: Do not pick a problem simply because you know
how to solve it
Corollary 3: Understanding the problem is the first and most
important step in solving it

Choosing Research Questions (2)
"It is important that students bring a certain ragamuffin,
barefoot, irreverence to their studies; they are not here to
worship what is known, but to question it."
- J. Bronowski, The Ascent of Man

What is Needed for Future Trends? (1)
• Increasing complexity
̶

̶

Sophisticated abstraction tools
Top-down analysis

• Increasing automation, human/automation shared control and
interaction
̶
̶

Tools for HF engineers and system engineers to collaborate
Tools for new types of interactions

• More software

̶

̶

̶

̶

Where to start? We need everything except more “magic” and
buzzwords
Better design, specification, traceability, maintenance, evolution,
visualization, human-centered design tools and processes
Scalable tools, human-centered tools, flexible tools
Less dependence on testing and assurance and more designing in
the properties we want
15

What is Needed? (2)
• Increasing use of AI
̶

Determine where actually needed

̶

Limit use in safety-critical applications if possible

• Changing roles for humans (supervising automation and responding
to unplanned or undesired behavior)
̶

More integration of users and cognitive engineers into system
engineering development
̶

Improved design techniques for human interfaces and interactions

̶

Improved training and training methods
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What is Needed? (3)
• Need to upgrade our system engineering processes
̶

Fewer buzzwords, more effective tools
̶

MBSE but using more types of models and analysis processes
̶

Everything does not need to be in a “model,” selection of
specification tools based on needs and human cognitive
processing
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What is Needed? (4)
• Changing causes of accidents/losses
̶

More sophisticated abstraction and top-down design techniques
̶

Tools to deal with interaction and design errors

̶

Analysis methods useful before design that can drive the system
requirements and architectural development

And, in general, we need:
̶

More emphasis on qualitative analysis vs. quantitative to provide
information to engineers and not just managers or regulators
̶

Better understanding and training in human cognition and its role in
system engineering
̶

Improved and more universal education in safety engineering for all
engineers
18

Some Specific Safety-Related Research Topics (1)
• Assurance before and during development, not just after
̶

Identification of test cases based on modeling assumptions,
omissions and holes, etc.
̶

Modeling and analysis tools for complex, software-intensive
systems to allow continual assurance with minimal backtracking if
problems found

• True sociotechnical approaches
• Ways to make decisions about what to automate and what to
leave to humans
• Scenario generation in hazard analysis

• Improved risk communication for better decision making in
development
19

Some Specific Safety-Related Research Topics (2)
• Applying new, sophisticated system safety techniques to
workplace safety

• New analysis techniques for AI, advanced human/automation
teaming, and other important future trends in engineering
• New approaches to security and cyber security
• Comparisons between analysis techniques and development
processes for better decision making
• Improved operational safety
̶

Leading indicators and analysis of collected data
̶

Management of change: Planned and unplanned
̶

Risk communication and decision-making tools
20

Questions, Comments?
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The 9th European STAMP Workshop
and Conference(ESWC) 2021

Paul Albertella
Consultant at Codethink UK

USING STPA WITH SOFTWAREINTENSIVE SYSTEMS

Speaker introduction
●

Consultant at Codethink
○ Specialist software engineering services firm based in UK and established 2007
○ Strategic and technical consulting, particularly for system software and FOSS
○ Expert in open source and custom / embedded / critical Linux-based systems

●

Focus on safety and software engineering processes
○ Contributor to Trustable Software project, including AV-STPA work with MIT
○ TSC member and workgroup chair in the ELISA project
○ Exida Certified Safety Practitioner (Automotive)

●

Thirty years experience with software systems and development processes
○ Real-time banking systems (Unisys 2200); process control systems (Unix/NT); system software for mobile
devices (Symbian OS, Android); IVI and AD system software for automotive (Linux)
○ Automotive: Mobile device integration (Bluetooth); OS safety analysis
○ Tools and processes: software deployment, continuous integration, test automation, software construction
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Software-Intensive Systems
●

Safety-related systems are increasingly complex and software-intensive
○ Multi-core microprocessor, plus co-processors, plus dedicated I/O controllers
○ Deployed software may include millions (or tens of millions) of lines of code
○ Construction, integration and verification of deployed software involves even more software!

●

Historical assumptions about functional safety do not always apply
○ Software not specifically developed for target system (pre-existing, generic, FOSS)
○ Incorporating components with non-deterministic behaviour by design
○ Extensive lists of software dependencies and heterogeneous supply chains

●

Challenges for safety certification
○ How can we have confidence in FOSS as part of a safety-relevant system?
○ How can we be confident that non-deterministic software will achieve our safety goals?
○ How can we be confident that appropriate measures have been applied to all of our system inputs?
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Software-Intensive Systems
Potential Target Environment
Development Environment
off-board applications
deployment infrastructure
SOTA
CI/CD 1 infrastructure
FOSS 2 components
bought-in components
certified tools
uncertified tools
IDE
toolchain
operating system
in-house IT

cloud

Modern Target Environment
applications
middleware + libraries

1

CI/CD: Continuous Integration & Delivery

middleware + libraries

operating system

init

kernel
boot loader

hypervisor
boot loader

SoC

SIL/ASIL certified
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SOTA

SOTA
operating system
init
kernel
boot loader
drivers
drivers
firmware
firmware
other silicon

machine
learning/AI

applications

drivers
firmware

drivers
firmware

other silicon

SoC

Not certified
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Who knows?

FOSS: Free and Open Source Software

Example: Linux in safety applications
●

Linux: core component of embedded, desktop and server operating systems
○ Trusted in millions of devices, but no formally-specified requirements or design documentation
○ Mature and public development process, but does not map to ‘traditional’ software engineering methods
○ Public source code and coding guidelines, but do not apply restrictions expected by safety standards

●

Growing demand for use of Linux and other FOSS in safety-related systems
○ Increasingly used in prototyping and development of new technologies (e.g. autonomous driving systems)
○ Using open source tools to construct and verify software, and CI/CD to manage development processes
○ Projects such as ELISA 1 and Zephyr 2 created to enable use of FOSS in safety applications

●

Established approaches to safety certification are infeasible
○ Applying ‘reference process’ from safety standards to FOSS components is prohibitively expensive
○ Certification of Linux as a generic software ‘Safety Element Out of Context’ is impossible
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1

ELISA: Enabling Linux in Safety Applications

2

Zephyr: Open source RTOS

Proposing a new approach for Linux
Originally presented at ELISA workshop in May 2021 1

●

Use STPA to specify safety requirements
○ Specify pre-existing software responsibilities and expected behaviour for specific system
○ Identify hazards and use these to derive detailed safety requirements for software and wider system

●

Derive tests to verify required software behaviour in target system
○ Test using historical versions of pre-existing software to provide confidence in expected behaviour

○ Regression testing for updated versions of software to verify that expected behaviour is still present

●

Use fault injection to validate software and system safety measures
○ Provoke hazards identified during analysis to verify tests and mitigations for pre-existing software
○ Also use this to validate safety measures provided by other system components

●

Automate verification and use deterministic construction techniques
○ Control all inputs using revision control system (git repositories) under our direct control
○ Use CI/CD to automate testing and other verification measures on changes to all inputs
○ Require binary reproducibility of construction outputs to eliminate unnecessary variables
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1

Summary here: https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2021/new-approach-to-safety/

Use STPA to specify safety requirements
●

Define system scope and safety goals
○ Define system architecture (inc. h/w) and boundaries
○ Identify system-level hazards and losses

●

Systems analysis to define role of software
○ Identify system-level constraints
○ Define control structure(s) and controller responsibilities

●

Perform hazard analysis using STPA
○ Unsafe control actions (UCAs) that may lead to hazards
○ Loss scenarios: causal factors leading to UCAs / hazards

●

Define constraints
○ Controller constraints to address UCAs and loss scenarios
○ Add or refine system-level constraints where necessary
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Use STPA to specify safety requirements
Applications
Safety
Application A
shm_open()
mmap()
munmap()

Safety
Application B

Action

Not providing

Providing

Too late/ too early

shm_open()

UCA-1: Safety application A
does not open a safetyrelated shared memory file
when it needs to share safety
data with application B,
meaning that the data cannot
be shared.

UCA-2: A non-safety
application opens a safetyrelated shared memory file
for read and write access
(O_RDWR flag), potentially
corrupting its contents.

UCA-7: Safety application A
opens a safety-related
shared memory file too late
(x > seconds after the
application B needs to
access the file), meaning
that B cannot access the
safety data.

Non-safety
Application

memory contents
error / result code

memory contents
error / result code

UCA-6: A safety application
opens a safety-related
shared memory file with
create and truncate flags set
(O_TRUNC and O_CREAT),
meaning that if the file exists
it will be truncated,
potentially corrupting existing
safety data.

Operating System
map memory
read memory
write memory

memory contents
error / result code

mmap()

MMU
read memory
write memory

memory contents
error / result code

Memory
Kernel
memory

User
memory
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UCA-8: A safety application
does not map memory to an
open safety-related shared
memory file when it needs to
share safety data with
another application, meaning
that the data cannot be
shared.

UCA-9: A safety application
maps memory with write or
execute permissions to a
safety-related shared
memory file which is is
unauthorised to write to
(PROT_EXEC or
PROT_READ flags),
potentially corrupting its
contents.

UCA-15: Safety application
B maps memory to a safety
related shared memory file
before the file has been
created or the application
has access to the file
(before shm_open() has
been called), meaning that
the application cannot
access the data.

Derive tests to verify behaviour in target system
●

System-level constraints → system-level safety goals
○ Provide a common understanding of overall safety goals for all stakeholders

●

Controller responsibilities → functional and regression tests
○ Provide common understanding of a component’s role in achieving safety goals
○ Verify that expected behaviour of pre-existing software matches control structure model

●

Controller constraints → integration and regression tests
○ Verify that safety goals have not been violated by component changes or system integration

●

Loss scenarios → fault-injection tests
○ Validate effectiveness of software element and system-level testing and safety measures

●

Refine through iteration
○ Use in automated testing as part of continuous integration for all system components
○ Add new UCAs, scenarios and constraints for detected faults or issues identified through testing
○ Extend or modify system model and control structure(s) for new or extended features
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Automate build and verification
●

Use continuous integration workflow to enforce verification
○ Automatically run tests and verification measures on changes to software, configuration and documentation
○ Include approval criteria to add human-driven review steps (e.g. code or design review)
○ Include integration tests with
other components
○ Change not accepted until all
tests and checks pass

●

Impact analysis
○ ‘Breaking the build’ = violating
safety constraints
○ When automated tests fail,
impact analysis is required
○ Include review of system model
assumptions for STPA
○ May require new or modified
constraints or tests
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Applying the ‘new approach’ to tools
●

DCS: Deterministic Construction Service
○ Reference implementation of a design pattern using open source tooling
and a controlled CI process
○ Validates new and updated tooling as part of construction process for
critical software components
○ Recently qualified to ISO 26262 / ASIL D by Exida

●

STPA was an integral part of the approach
○ Specify system context and safety goals and identify safety requirements
○ Used outputs of STPA to derive tests and fault injection scenarios to:
■ Verify that process and tools work as expected, and are isolated from
environmental factors
■ Verify that safety requirements (constraints) continue to be met
■ Validate effectiveness of tests and mitigations

○ Managed STPA results as part of software repository
○ Used outputs to generate documents required to support certification
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Context: Continuous integration workflow
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Focus: Control structure for construction
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Recording and managing STPA results
●

Record results using a structured data representation
○ Defined schema and syntax for results to promote consistency and avoid ambiguity
○ Allows results to be consumed and processed by other tools

●

Manage results of analysis under source control
○ Analysis is an iterative process: revision control allows us to capture history, evolution and review comments
○ Results form part of the specification for the system / software, hence need to be subject to change control
○ Managing specification documentation in the same way as source code enables coordinated approach
○ Results can be made visible to all stakeholders to provide a common understanding

●

Validate results using continuous integration (CI)
○ Automate checking against syntax and schema
○ Automate generation of human-readable versions, or verify that they are up-to-date
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Structured data representation
●

Using YAML
○ Simple structural syntax and
validation rules

○ Identifiers can provide links
between data elements
●

Designed for data serialisation

●

Intended to be human-readable
and machine-readable

●

Can use tools to generate
documents that are easier for
humans to read
○ e.g. Spreadsheet, PDF

●

Can write scripts to validate
content, or define a formal schema
(based on JSON schema)
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Losses:
- Identifier: L-1
Text: Loss of life
- Identifier: L-2
Text: Loss of / damage to property
- Identifier: L-3
Text: Loss of OEM brand reputation
- Identifier: L-4
Text: System validation is not timely or cost-effective (Loss of mission)
Hazards:
- Identifier: H-1
Text: >
A tool that is used to construct the software deployed to a vehicle
introduces a fault
Losses: [L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4]
Scenarios:
- Identifier: H-1-LS-001
Text: >
A compiler or other tool used in construction generates a binary that
does not behave as intended by the software developer

Managing under source control

●

Using a repository management tool
like Gitlab or GitHub supports
collaboration and review process

●

Can add review comments inline,
propose changes and compare with
previous revisions

●

Also used to control changes to CI
process (validation tools, syntax rules)
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Verifying STPA results using CI
●

Check YAML syntax for ‘well-formedness’ rules
○ Using yamlint; avoids errors and ambiguities resulting from invalid document structure

●

Check data against rules in a ‘schema’
○ Implemented as a Python script for DCS; could be replaced with a JSON schema
○ Check rules and log errors or warnings in CI job
■ e.g. Hazard must be associated with one or more Losses, UCA must be covered by Constraint

●

Reject changes if verification jobs fail
○ Change cannot be merged into ‘main’ branch of repository until all checks pass (no errors)

●

Check or generate ‘human-readable’ documents
○ Automate generation of documents from YAML
■ e.g. DCS uses Python script to generate report in Markdown

○ Either generate in CI (output as part of job) or check that version stored in repo matches generated output
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Next steps
●

●

●

Share STPA tools and YAML schema
○

Open source project to publish STPA tools developed for DCS project

○

Examples from STPA Handbook to illustrate syntax and schema

○

Python scripts to validate STPA results and generate ‘human-readable’ reports

Using STPA in ELISA
○

Safety requirements for Telltale use case in Automotive working group

○

As part of ‘reference process’ for safety certification in Open-Source Engineering Process working group

Applying the ‘new approach’ to a system
○

Build on DCS foundations to create a Linux-based reference system for a safety use case

○

Use STPA to define safety requirements and drive verification process
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Questions?
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Guided Introduction of Attack
Tree Analysis in STAMP/STPA

Guided Introduction of
Attack Tree Analysis into STAMP/STPA

SHIGERU KUSAKABE1 AYAKO
KOMATSU1 1University of
Nagasaki

Outline

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

• Introduction
• Method

– Attack Tree Analysis (ATA)
– Proposed one (STAMP/STPA + ATA)

• Preliminary evaluation
– Base guideline
– Target
– Result

• Conclusion
Oct./19/2021
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Introduction 0

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Integrate STAMP / STPA with ATA (Attack Tree
Analysis), security threat analysis, in a guided
way in order to:
1. facilitate introduction of the attacker’s point of
view, lessons learned and libraries in the field
of security analysis into a detailed level of
STAMP/STPA, and
2. reduce weakness of ATA, such that decision of
the root node, which is a key component of
ATA, depends on personal capability of
analyst.
Oct./19/2021
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Introduction 1

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

In the discussion of STPA-Sec, ATA is regarded
as method to cover only 2/3 types of concerns,
[Role sharing]
STAMP/STPA

ATA

1. mission impact
2. threat to system, and
3. system vulnerabilities,
Oct./19/2021
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Introduction 2

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Reduce weakness of ATA
• Decision of the root node, which is a key
component of ATA, depends on the personal
capability of the analyst.
• Work-products in STPA, such as hazards and
unsafe control actions, can guide attack tree
analysis in an integrated manner while
keeping a top-down mission impact point of
view. The control structure of STAMP/ STPA
is also useful in analyzing attack scenarios in
attack tree analysis.
Oct./19/2021
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Attack Tree Analysis 0

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

ATA is a top-down analysis method
• Attacks against a system are represented in a tree
structure, with the goal as the root node and different
ways of achieving that goal as leaf nodes.
• helps to visualize the attack methods that an attacker
can take and show how the attack goal might be
achieved.
• In the tree, child nodes are conditions or means which
must be satisfied to make the direct parent node true.
Each node is satisfied only by its direct child nodes.
The attack is complete when the root is satisfied.

Oct./19/2021
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Attack Tree Analysis0

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

ATA is a top-down analysis method
• Attacks against a system are represented in a tree
structure, with the goal as the root node and different
ways of achieving that goal as leaf nodes.
• helps to visualize the attack methods that an attacker
can take and show how the attack goal might be
achieved.
• In the tree, child nodes are conditions or means which
must be satisfied to make the direct parent node true.
Each node is satisfied only by its direct child nodes.
The attack is complete when the root is satisfied.

Oct./19/2021
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Attack Tree Analysis 1

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

• No standards for attack tree analysis. As a topdown analysis method, the analysis starts form
the root node, and the decision of the root
node plays a very important role.

• In order to make attack tree analysis more
systematic rather than an analyst-dependent
personal one, we use work-products of
STAMP/STPA in a guided way.
– CS, Hazards, UCA, …
Oct./19/2021
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STAMP/STPA with ATA 0

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

In discussion of STPA-Sec, the most
important concern is mission impact
while attack tree analysis only covers
other two of three concerns, threat to
system and system vulnerabilities.
[Role sharing]

STAMP/STPA

ATA

1. mission impact
Oct./19/2021
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STAMP/STPA with ATA 1

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

The basic STAMP/STPA steps
1. Definition of analysis purpose,
2. Modeling of control structure,
3. Identification of unsafe control actions
(UCA),
4. Identification of loss scenarios

Oct./19/2021

We add attack tree analysis, between
step 3 and 4,
ESWS 2021 © Shigeru Kusakabe
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STAMP/STPA with ATA 2

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

The basic STAMP/STPA steps

Oct./19/2021
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Preliminary Evaluation

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Introduce STAMP/STPA to integrate with AT in guideline:
Security Risk Assessment Guides for Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) by IPA, Japan
1. Determine the scope of ICS for assessment.
2. Identify all assets consisting of ICS, and identify the current
security measures for each asset.
3. Execute asset-based assessment.
4. List business impacts.

5. Execute business impact-based assessment, create
Attack Trees to find insufficiency of security measures.
6. Execute security test for ICS (Penetration, Capture test)
7. Decide plan to mitigate risk, how and when to remediate the
system or change operations.
Oct./19/2021
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Impact-based Assessment

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

While asset-based assessment is a bottom-up approach to
confirm security measures for each asset, business
impact-based assessment is a top down approach to
– Define business impact list
– Create attack trees which cause business impact
from the attacker’s view
– Verify the sufficiency of security measures
– Judge whether the attack could be stopped or not
The results of asset-based assessment are useful in low
level analysis in STAMP/STPA. We apply our approach to
business impact-based assessment in the guide.
Oct./19/2021
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Target (Assumed)

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Industrial Robot, similar to the one below
•

Oct./19/2021

Pogliani et al. “Security of controlled manufacturing systems in
the connected factory: the case of industrial robots.” 2019

ESWS 2021 © Shigeru Kusakabe
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STAMP/STPA with ATA
(again)

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

The basic STAMP/STPA steps

Oct./19/2021
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Control Structure (extracted)

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Operator

D

C

Teaching
Pendant

⑦ ③
Logger
(External)

⑤

B

E

PC

②

⑥ ④

Robot Arm
Controller

⑧

A

F

Emergency
Button

①

Safety Gate

⑨

Robot Arm

Oct./19/2021
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Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusion

Result (extracted)
Tree Structure Representation of result,
• Growing horizontally from left to right,
• Compared with conventional ATA result
Shaded items represent improved ones
RASIS*
AT-UCA1 〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇
1-1
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇
1-1-1

Oct./19/2021

safety

1-1-1-2
1-1-1-21
1-1-1-22
1-1-1-3

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇

Both

1-1-1-4

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇

1-1-2
1-1-2-1

Likelihoo
Risk Level
d

Both
Both

〇〇〇〇〇〇
〇

1-1-1-1

Impact

Reliability M

M

M

L

L

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇

security

Integrity

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇

safety

Reliability M

M

M

security

Integrity

L

L

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇

L

L

security Integrity L
L
L
*RAISIS: Reliability Availability Serviceability Integrity Security
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇
security
ESWS 2021 © Shigeru Kusakabe
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇
security

Integrity

L

L

L
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Conclusion

Introductio
n
Method
Evaluation
Conclusio
n

Introduced ATA in STAMP/STPA in a guided way
1. to facilitate low/middle level of security analysis
while keeping the high-level mission-impact
perspective, and
2. to improve attack tree analysis.

Preliminary evaluation
1. Yes (interview, small number of participants)
2. About 33% improved (based on ATA leaf nodes)

Oct./19/2021
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ASSURANCE OF DIGITAL ASSETS
INSPIRED BY STAMP & STPA

Assurance of Digital Assets
inspired by
STAMP & STPA

Jon Arne Glomsrud – Principal Researcher
19. oktober 2021

Intro and context of using STAMP/STPA
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Intro and context of using STAMP/STPA

• To support the digital transformation, DNV is developing a generic framework for Assurance of Digital Assets
• Digital Assets = any valuable entity that in whole or in part relies on digital technologies
• The framework is iteratively developed and tested on different use cases, but extensively on a use case in the form of
an autonomous urban waterborne mobility concept (Zeabuz)
• The framework builds on system approach ideas in STAMP and STPA such as Loss and Hazards and a wide stakeholder
focus
• The framework also builds on other ideas that will be presented and shared with the STAMP community.
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The use case: An autonomous urban waterborne mobility concept

• A waterborne vessel concept with supervised
autonomy
• A complex cyber-physical digital asset
• A complex environment around the vessel

• A complex relationship between
• the whole mobility concept
• the urban transportation system
• the urban society
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The framework at a glance - to enable an eco-system of trust

Stage 1: Profile the digital asset
• Understand the concept

• Map the context and use - ecosystem of organizations,
technologies, regulators, people, social networks, and the
natural environment
• Analyse Stakeholder pains, gains and trust needs

• Identify loss and hazard
• Identify opportunities and goals
• Define system requirements and constraints
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The framework at a glance - to enable an eco-system of trust

Stage 2: Assurance through substantiation of claims
• Claims based on
• Stakeholder trust needs
• Requirements -> goals -> opportunities
• Constraints <- hazard <- Loss

• Modularization based on
• System structure
• Development organization structure
• Assurance methods & tools
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STAMP/STPA related work
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Stakeholder focus

• STPA Step 1 prescribes a stakeholder focus to address
the purpose of the analysis

Entity –
passive

Entity –
cooperative

• The stakeholder focus has been extended to the whole
ecosystem of organizations, technologies, regulators,
people, social networks, and the natural environment
around the Digital Assets
• To uncover this ecosystem, a context mapping
technique has been employed to map out any entity and
its relation or interaction with the Digital Asset
• Stakeholders and their relation to the Digital Asset can
be extracted from this list of entities
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System

Entity –
Independent

Stakeholder analysis

A detailed stakeholder analysis is central to our Framework:
• The jobs-to-be-done business innovation concept is used to uncover what jobs the Digital Asset
could do for the stakeholder (Christensen, Dillon, Hall, & Duncan, 2016)

• The pains and gains thinking is based on business innovation concepts used to understand
what stakeholders can gain or experience in pain* (harm) if interacting within the use of the
Digital Asset (Osterwalder, Pigneur, Bernarda, Smith, & Papadakos, 2014)
• Jobs and gains relate to the overall goal of securing opportunities and sufficient value
generation
• Stakeholders expect certain levels of gains or value generation since when they hire the Digital
Asset, they get a stake in and a need for sufficient success and a dependency is established. This
means that poor performance could lead to dependency losses. Additionally, some value could be
maximized rather than secured to a minimum level, and handled by performance goals
*slightly tweaked from a pain of which an offered solution could relieve to a pain point when interacting with the Digital Asset
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Stakeholder analysis, cont.

• Stakeholders can also experience more conventional harm or loss, additionally concerns for harm or loss
• All different identified classes of loss relate to the overall goal of avoiding loss in general (incl. low performance)
• To prioritize the assurance efforts, any Stakeholder need is assessed for its importance, for example by combining the
Stakeholder's power to influence, and the legitimacy and the urgency of the need (Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997)
• Finally any Stakeholder need is combined with assessing the trust need, or more exact, the level of information or
explanation needed to gain trust in that necessary value is delivered, harm confidently is avoided or concerns are
ungrounded
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Loss identification

• Key principles of STPA Step 1 are followed - identifying losses and hazards
• The Stakeholder analysis gives rich input to the concept of loss avoidance (or securing value generation), but takes a
Stakeholder perspective and is often not sufficient in identifying all loss potential.
• A complementary loss identification process has been employed when this is the case:

• First identifying the different situations of the operation, such as for the whole passenger journey employing
the ferry based transport system
• This makes the loss identification easier and more concrete, in turn helping the hazard identification
• For each situation, identify losses considering sources of harm, such as forces, movement, substances,
explosives, heat, water, but also distress in any form
• Alternatively – for each source of harm, identify relevant situations
• Sources of harm from the system/Digital Asset can have different harm impact interfaces at different
system boundaries towards the environment – a crush damage by the ferry (outer hull) differs from
explosion or heat from the battery (within the hull)
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Hazard identification

• Stakeholder loss can be:
• direct to the system operation, such as for passengers
• more indirect and consequential, such as a loss of profit is consequential from low system performance or
accidents, leading to halts or reduced value creation

• So 1st - extract those losses from the Stakeholder analysis and the Loss identification that are directly relating to the
operation and not consequential.
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Hazard identification cont.

• 2nd - for each selected loss, identify hazards that can lead to the loss in the form of hazardous behaviour of the
Digital Asset
• This is in-line with STPA Step 1, but for our ferry based transport system, terming it hazardous behaviour is
beneficial
• beneficial for describing active behaviour of the Digital Asset rather than more passive descriptions of
operative states
• beneficial in preparing for the modified technology-agnostic causal analysis in the next step
• Examples of hazardous behaviour are such as a ferry moving too fast into dock, or propellers rotating when
people close in water, or ferry turns at speed towards other vessel.

• Hazardous behaviours are observed being similar to STPA Step 1 sub-hazards, but not from thinking controlling
hazards
• Digital Asset behaviour can be observed in the environment and excludes any behaviour (or knowledge
needed) of the internal system which on the contrary act as causes (and according to STPA Hazard definition)
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• It is also inspired by STPA Step 3 and Unsafe Control Action types, such as missing, provided, too little/much,
too early/late behaviour is hazardous
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System-level constraints

• A modified process has been employed for the last STPA Step 1 activity of defining constraints
• The motivation was to NOT having to consider details of the often immature autonomous control system technology
and to keep parts of the analysis agnostic to the technologies and implementations

• The Digital Asset is viewed as an active agent with beliefs, decisions and actions
•

This can be beneficial for more autonomous or automatic or human-on-the-loop concepts where situational awareness is
critical.

• A modified STPA Step 3&4 UCA and causal factor analysis is employed on the behaviours rather than the control
actions
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•

a control action would be such as turn left, keep position or run propeller at a certain RPM

•

behaviours are the effects from actuators that are controlled by internal system control actions

•

inadequate beliefs, such as ferry believing other vessel is further away

•

inadequate actions, such as ferry performs accidental control

•

based on STPA Step 4 and accident causes thinking
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System-level constraints cont..

• For each hazardous behaviour causes were identified related:
•

inadequate beliefs, such as ferry believing other vessel is further away

•

inadequate actions, such as ferry performs accidental control

•

based on STPA Step 4 and accident causes thinking

• Constraints can now be defined to deal with these causes
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Opportunities, goals and requirements

• Generally the goal is to generate maximum value with minimum/acceptable negative outcomes (cost/benefit)
• Some value generation processes should therefore be maximized/optimized more than kept at a minimum accepted
level
• Therefore, not all goals can be expressed in terms of prevention of loss
• Identified value generation can be secured with specific performance goals, such as the transit time or the rate of
passenger flow for a ferry
• Requirements can be expressed to implement such performance goals

• The responsible function and subsequent sub-system must balance the different responsibilities (requirements) to
meet them all
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Constraints/requirements to function to system mapping

• The intention is to use the constraints/requirements as part of the responsibility of the relevant sub-systems
• The first step is to map which main function of the Digital Asset (such as the ferry) a constraint/requirement applies
to. Examples of a ferry function can be transfer, docking, manoeuvre, etc
• The next step is the STPA Step 2 of drawing the control structure at a high abstraction level of the Digital Asset (such
as the ferry)
• The identified controllers in this structure can easily be connected to functions
• Responsibilities for each controller can then be identified based on the constraints/requirements mapped to the
connected function
• The functions of the Digital Asset can form an interface between the more operative and technology-agnostic
constraints/requirements
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Conventional system analysis

• The work with developing the assurance framework is ongoing and the presentation shows up to the recent details
and experiences
• The intention is to use conventional system analysis, preferably in our use case, STPA, to analyse how sub-systems
could fail in attending to their (often common) responsibilities

• Especially internal system interaction is important to cover in such complex systems
• STPA will guide us further in placing responsibilities and increase robustness of sub-systems at lower abstraction
levels of complex systems such as the use case
• A key part of assuring complex systems is the use of simulation based testing and STPA will be used to identify test
cases for automatic testing
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Application of STPA-Sec in Military Systems

Application of STPA-Sec in Military Systems
Amanda Iriarte Quilici
Gabriel Luis de Oliveira
19.10.2021
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OUR COMPANY

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION FOR
NATIONAL DEFENSE

Technological solutions for mission
critical needs

Company Mission:
To enable innovative and reliable solutions that amplify
our costumers’ capabilities, focusing on the Aerospace,
Defense and Security segments.
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PORTFOLIO
AVIONICS
SERVICES

UAVs

TRAINING AND
SIMULATIION

SOLUTIONS
FOR ARMORED
VEHICLES

SPACE
SYSTEMS

TACTICAL
COMMUNICATION
ELECTRONIC
WARFARE
ELECTROOPTICS
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Introduction
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Motivation - Systems complexity over time
Exponential increase of
complexity over the years

Higher safety and
security concerns for
operation and in
missions
More vulnerabilities
due to the increase of
connectivity

The answer is:
Systems approach
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Introduction - Data Link System

The Data Link is a tactical communication system that interacts with ground / air command and control (C2) and
aircraft pilots

Situational awareness enhancement
Aiming to keep the system resilient to any kind of attack
As the system is confidential the presented results are generic and illustrative

Surface Data
Link
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Introduction - Data Link System

Aircraft
A

Aircraft
B
Air-air
communication

Aerial Network

Air-ground
communication

Air-ground
communication

Ground-ground
communication

Ground-ground
communication

Ground Station A
Ground Network
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Ground Station B

Introduction/Motivation – Our objective using STPA

Generate good design recommendations in order to have a robust requirements basis

*Illustrative example from IBM DOORS
site.
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Development
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Development – Roles during the STPA procedure

STPA Facilitator
❑

Who should be the facilitator?

❑

Does she/he need to be a security specialist?

System Specialists
❑

How can we select the group for the method application?

❑

How can we introduce them to the STAMP and STPA?
▪ Which level do they need to reach?
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❑

Do they need to be security specialists?

❑

How often should meetings be?
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Development – Roles during the STPA procedure

STPA
Facilitator

• A Systems Engineer
who knows the
method

System
Specialists

• Software Engineers
• Hardware Engineers
• Systems Engineers
• Security Engineers
• Pilots

Meetings at least
once a week during 3
months
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Development – STPA steps
System-Theoretic Process Analysis – Security (STPA-Sec)

Define
purpose of
the
Analysis

Identify Losses,
Hazards
Environmen
t

Syste
m

System
boundary
79
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Model the
control
structure

Identify
Unsecure
Control
Actions

Identify
Loss
Scenarios

Development – Defining the purpose of the Analysis

❑
❑

Identify Losses
Identify system-level Hazards
ID
L01

Loss of integrity of communication

L02

...

L03

…

L0N

…

ID

*Illustrative examples
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STPA-Sec Loss*

STPA-Sec Hazards*

Losses

H-1

Lack of ability of
aircraft to receive
and transmit the
proper data

…

H-2

Enter data with
unauthorized
modification

…

H-N

…

…

Define purpose
of the Analysis
Model the
control
structure
Identify
Unsecure
Control Actions
Identify loss
scenarios

Development – Modeling the Control Structure
Control Structure
❑ Entities
❑ Human Operators
❑ Aircraft and Ground stations
Modeling participants
❑ Systems specialists
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Define purpose
of the Analysis
Model the
control
structure
Identify
Unsecure
Control Actions
Identify loss
scenarios

Development – Modeling the Control Structure – High Level

Level 1

Certification
Authority

AEL Sistemas

Customer

Level 2

Ground
Operator

Pilot

Level 3

Aircraft

Ground Stations
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Simplified Control Structure

CA

FB

Development - Identifying Unsecure Control Actions
Types of potentially unsecure control actions:
❑ Control action not provided
❑ Control action is provided
❑ Control action is provided too late, too early or out of sequence
❑ Control action is stopped too soon or applied too long
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Define purpose
of the Analysis
Model the
control
structure
Identify
Unsecure
Control Actions
Identify loss
scenarios

Development – UCA illustrative example

UCA 1

ID

Controller Control Action

Maintenance
Maintenance Operator
A1
Operator requests Data
Link logs
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Controlled UCA
Hazard
Process
ID

Aircraft A
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1

UCA 2

Provide

Maintenance Operator
H1
updates load data
H2 H3
when it is tampered

UCA
Hazard
ID

2

Not Provide

UCA 3

UCA
Hazard
ID

The Maintenance
Operator does not
request Data Link
H1 H3
Logs when
3
Aircraft A
performed a
mission

Too Late, Too
Early, Wrong
order

Maintenance
Operator requests
H1 Aircraft logs using
a wrong order of
the interface setup

Development - Identifying loss scenarios

Identify loss scenarios
There are two loss scenarios to be considered:
Why would Unsecure Control Actions occur?
Why would control actions be improperly executed or not executed, leading to hazards?

Define purpose
of the Analysis
Model the
control
structure
Identify
Unsecure
Control Actions
Identify loss
scenarios
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Development - Identifying loss scenarios

UCA 1

1
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Maintenance Operator updated load
data when the data is tampered
Scenarios

Causal Factors

Operator believes the data has
integrity and follows the procedures to
update data into the aircraft

An attacker modified the
load
data in the maintenance
computer considering it has
no protection
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Development - Design Recommendations/Requirements

Based on the hazardous scenarios we can generate the design recommendations and the requirements

UCA - 1

Maintenance Operator updated load data when the data is tampered

Causal Factor

Security Design recommendations

An attacker
modified the load
data in the
maintenance
computer
considering it has
no protection

- Confidentiality protection to prevent acquisition of information by attackers
- Integrity protection to detect manipulation of data by attackers
- Require identification and authentication to use the maintenance computer

Sec_
Rec_
01
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- The Data Link System maintenance computer shall require
user authentication
- …

Conclusions
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Conclusions

It took 3 months to
be completed;
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More than 250
Unsecure Control
Actions with
security constrains;

About 400 Design
Recommendations,
which generated
the security
requirements;

Potential to use the
scenarios as input
to the test cases.

Conclusions

The company is very receptive to changes allowing the application of new methods;

It is possible to learn and apply the method in a short period of time with generation of interesting results, as a
robust requirements basis (considering a solid systems engineering basis);
It involved experienced engineers from different areas;
It has generated a great number of other engineers interested in learn the method after the presentation of
results, showing that it is possible to expand it organically in the company.
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Next Steps

Search for tools to model the process integrating it to the MBSE approach;
Continue disseminating the STAMP/STPA within the company to be applied in other programs.
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Thank you!

ael.com.br
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The 9th European STAMP Workshop
and Conference(ESWC) 2021

Break
17:00 – 18:00 NETWORKING

joining link is in the Q&A

